HIGHLAND HERITAGE RIDE

- Family friendly, 6 mile route
- Combining HEALTH, MOBILITY, COMMUNITY BUILDING, and HISTORY
- Historical “Tapas” from Rebecca Hunt, a CU Historian
- Doug Shinkle: bike expert, route creator, and safety enforcer
- Ended at Tony P’s for pizza and drinks!

Rebecca picked out sites that represented the various waves of people that came to Highland over time to live, build things and worship.

In front of Our Lady of Guadalupe

Highland United Neighbors (HUNI) Sustainable Highland
HIGHLAND HERITAGE RIDE

• Outcomes
  – 40 participants including kids
  – Great weather, great fun!

• Plans for 2018
  – Two Rides:
    • History + Gardens
    • Churches + Breweries
  – Post the map online so people can take their own rides!